
+ INFO

PRICE:

165.000€

REF. S2239

Beautiful apartment on the first floor with 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom in a ...

Reserved

Close to the Sea

2 BEDROOMS 1 BATHROOMS 72M2 86M2 COMMUNITY COMMUNAL
PARKING

IN PROCESS
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+ INFO

PRICE:

165.000€

Beautiful apartment with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom in a prime location in Punta Prima! We would like to
take you to this beautiful apartment, on the first floor, in Punta Prima with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom
within walking distance of the beach of Punta Prima. The apartment is within walking distance of bars,
restaurants, shops and even the beach of Punta Prima. Yet it is very quietly located. The apartment has 2
spacious bedrooms with lots of light and 1 bathroom. When we enter we immediately have the large
bedroom and bathroom on the right. If we immediately look to the left, we have the bedroom for guests
there. But if we just walk straight ahead, we end up in the kitchen. There is also a laundry room attached
to the kitchen, where the boiler and washing machine are located. Then there is the very pleasant and
spacious living room, which consists of a dining table, lounge and desk. Almost all furniture (except
personal items) is included in ...

key features
Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1

Built: 72m2 Plot: 86m2

Kitchen: 1m2 Toilets: 1

Built-in wardrobes: 2 Energy Rating: In process

Year of construction: 2013 Orientation: Southwest

Garage: Communal parking Distance to beach: 1.2Km.

Characteristics
Air conditioning Built-in/lined wardrobes

Communal pool Electricity

Furnished Garden

Indoor lighting Jacuzzi

Laundry room Outdoor lighting

Preinstalation Airconditioning Showerscreen in bathroom

Terrace TV and telephone connections

White goods
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